**Individual play:**
- Start the timer by pressing and releasing the red start/stop button. The tap will start to turn and the timer will start counting down.
- Race to build the face by matching the features on your playing card with the plastic face pieces and placing them in the correct position on Mr. POP’s head.
- If you finish Mr. POP’s face before he pops, push the start/stop button down to stop the timer. You’ve won the game.

**2-4 players:**
- Turn all the cards face-side down and shuffle them.
- Each player is dealt 3 cards.
- Players take turns to turn over one of their cards and try to build that face.
- If the player completes the face in time, they win the card.
- The player with the most cards wins the game.
- If there is a draw, those players pick one final card and take turns to build that face. The player who builds the face in the quickest time wins – you can check who was the quickest by looking at the numbers on the tap next to the red arrow – the player with the highest number is the winner.

**More challenges:**
After working through and mastering building all the faces, try just winding the tap part of the way round, so that you have less time to put Mr. POP’s face together.

While Mr. POP takes a bath, race to build his face, by matching the features on 1 of his 12 face cards. Be quick – if the timer runs out before you are done, Mr POP will spring up, sending the pieces flying.
Contents:
Bath, body skin, head, 23 face pieces, 12 cards and instructions.

1. Remove the transport locking tab on the base of the bath by turning it anticlockwise and pulling out.

2. Assemble Mr. POP. Place his body skin over the vertical post in the bath with the hole at the top of the skin tucking into the groove in the post as shown.

3. Now place his head on top of the post. Make sure the small arrow on the back of the head lines up with the arrow on the top of the post, then turn the head clockwise until it clicks into position.

4. Before the game is played for the first time, attach the stickers to each of the 4 eye pieces as shown.

How to play:
To set Mr.POP, push his head downwards so that his body sinks down into the bath.

Set the timer by pressing the red start/stop button on top of the hot tap and rotating the tap clockwise.

Choose one of the face cards – GREEN are easiest, ORANGE are harder, BLUE are for Mr. POP experts. Spread all the face pieces in front of you.